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This Master’s thesis represents the work of developing a
model for evaluating privacy perception for IoT-devices.
The model was developed based on a comprehensive
literature review and the main purpose was to compile
dimensions for privacy perception to accommodate for
the physical world. A subset of items have been found
and modified to design a privacy perception scale (PPS).
The PPS was used in an experimental set-up. The
survey containing the experimental set-up was administered
through different network fora. Respondents (N = 46)
competed the survey and tested the questionnaire between
two conditions. A PCA extraction compared by a parallel
analysis found the model to only have one factor for the first
condition and a EFA could not be made. This factor had a
internally consistent of (α = 0.924). A difference between
privacy perception scale between the conditions was found
(r = .80). In conclusion, the study found that the PPS can
be used in order to assess the privacy perception of users
of IoT devices.
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1 | Introduction
The implication of the internet has changed society and given rise to new ways of social
interactions and communication. In the last years, new products have taken advantage of
the internet by implicating it in devices like mobile phones, fridges, cars and toys. Such
devices being interconnected by the internet are known as Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
Often these devices are equipped with cameras, microphones and other sensors. The
risk of privacy arises when information services collect personalized-user-behavioral-data
whenever the device is active. This specific information can be gathered via normal usage
of a service or indirect usage of a service. An example of information being gathered via
normal usage is, when the user actively requests an action from a service. The information
gathered is the action from the user and may be the answer given by the service. An
example of indirect information gathering, can be at any occasion a device or web page
is collecting information, but without the users‘ active interaction with of the service.
A scenario for this could be a person that has her phone next to her and is talking
to a person in the same room. While these two people are having a conversation, the
phone could indirectly be gathering some sensory data of this interaction. The way the
information could be collected, may in this scenario be, by recording the conservation with
the microphone of the phone and thereby gathering audio data, which in turn could be
transcribed into sensitive information. This practice is not exclusive to phones, but to
every device or service that is connected to the internet and has at least one sensor. One
of the reasons this data is collected is to personalize the experience when using a specific
service. Even if people voluntarily give their information away without any consideration,
missuses can occur and directly effect the individuals, if privacy is seen as trivial and not a
concept that should be supported in the society. In order to prevent the missuse of the data
obtained by IoT devices, privacy measures have been design. One example could be a cover
in front of a camera sitting on the computer. It is questionable, how the user experiences
its privacy with and without such privacy measures. As no assessment tool was found in
the literature, the aim of this study is, therefore, to design a Privacy Perception Scale
(PPS) for IoT devices that covers this physical component.
In the next section, a definition of privacy is obtained. The methodology to measure the
privacy perception of IoT device users is then described. A PPS to measure the privacy
perception of IoT device users is proposed and then tested by a within-study design
containing two extreme scenarios. Lastly, the implication of the proposed PPS is discussed.
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2 | Literature review
In the following chapter, the concept of privacy is explored. Moreover, it is investigated
how the concept of privacy can be assessed in relation to IoT devices.

2.1

Background of Privacy

No single definition of privacy has gained universal acceptance [Smith et al., 2011; Bhatia
& Breaux, 2018]. In this paragraph, different definitions are discussed. Solove [2006] found
that privacy seems to be about everything, and therefore it appears to be nothing, which
indicates why there have been and still are no universal definitions of privacy. Nissenbaum
[2012] argues that privacy and data sharing are contextual, which means that it depends on
what kind of data is being shared and through what type of device. Hughes [2015] explains
that the origin of privacy lies in the subjective desire of individuals to avoid having his/her
personal information used to harm the individual. The study concludes that privacy is a
claim to control personal information, and it matters because its misuse can cause unjust
harm. Solove [2006] argues that not all data collected can be considered as harmful, but
certain kinds of collections can be. In a review, Nissenbaum [2012] conceptualizes privacy as
contextual integrity, which is a model with the constructs of context-relative informational
norms. The critical parameters of informational norms consist of actors (subject, sender,
recipient), attributes (type of information), and transmission principles (constraints under
which information flows). Furthermore, Dinev et al. [2013] argue that privacy is often
referred to as a state in which an individual is found in a given situation at a given
moment. This definition is in line with the privacy definition of Pietro & Mancini [2003,
p. 78] "the freedom of not having someone or something to interfere in our life without
our permission". Smith et al. [2011, p. 995] found that in research the concept of privacy
often is referred to as a state, such as "a sought-after goal: an individual’s desire to exist
in a state of privacy".
Differences in importance of privacy do also occur in the literature, as Solove argues that
privacy is "a fundamental right, essential for freedom, democracy, psychological well-being,
individuality, and creativity" [Solove, 2008, p. 5]. On the contrary, Moor [1997] argues that
privacy is not a "core value" to the fundamental of human evolution, as privacy is not
found to be a value in all human cultures. Moors’ core values are as stated: life happiness,
3

freedom, knowledge, ability, resources, and security.
Burgoon [1982] defines privacy through four different dimensions: Physical privacy, social
privacy, informational privacy, and psychological privacy. Physical privacy represents
personal freedom form surveillance and means total isolation from others in the extreme
case. Social privacy represents the ability to regulate the distance in social relationships,
either by withdrawing from social intercourse or by the establishment of more closeness.
Informational privacy refers to as the individuals´ control over the process and the transfer
of personal information. An example of information privacy is the way modern societies
collect, store, and process personal information, such as medical data or customer data.
Psychological privacy represents the ability to control emotional or cognitive inputs and
outputs. Outputs describe the freedom to whom, when, and what personal feelings and
thoughts are disclosed. Outputs represent the protection from the emotional interference
of others through persuasion. Smith et al. [2011] distinguish two dimensions of privacy,
one being information privacy, which in the literature often is referred to as privacy,
whereas physical privacy is the other dimension. The difference between these two is
that information privacy is the concern of access to identifiable personal information and
physical privacy is the concern of physical access to an individual or the individual’s private
space.

2.2

Privacy and Risk Perception

People do not continuously think about risks of every activity or action they do in everyday
life. Instead, people rely on automatic and fast intuitive risk judgments, commonly known
as risk perception, and stated as subjective judgments. They are often shaped by the news
media or past experiences [Slovic, 1987]; this mode of thinking is known as experiential
thinking or affective attitude [Slovic & Peters, 2006]. The concept of risk in the modern
world is acted and perceived in two fundamental ways. On one hand, danger can be
perceived in an intuitive and instinctual manner and is called risk as feelings. The guidance
of feelings and emotions is also referred to as affect heuristic by Slovic & Peters [2006].
On the other hand, the perception of danger can be guided by reasoning and scientific
contemplation and is often based on the measured risk-cost-benefit evaluation. This concept
is referred to as risk as analysis [Slovic & Peters, 2006]. One reason for the distinguishment
is the tendency of experts to assess risks by analysis and statistics rather than relying on
emotions. In contrast, non-experts, referred to as laymen in the literature, are more prone
to rely on their emotions, when facing danger [Haque, 2000; Digmayer & Jakobs, 2016].
This distinguishment becomes more extensive, the more complex the technologies become,
creating a more considerable gap between perceived and actual risk [Fischhof, 1995]. Affect
heuristic shares the same fundamental principle as the description of Russell [2003] about
core affect. Core affect basis is an emotion from a dimensional perspective in an object-less
domain, explaining the relationship between mood and emotions, from Oatley & Johnsonlaird [1987]. These object-less dimensions with supporting evidence are as follows; Pleasure
4

or valence (goodness or badness) and energy or arousal (high or low) [Russell, 2003]. The
framework of Russell [2003] describes the core affect, and the affective quality (perception
of the core affects’ qualities of stimuli) as primitive. A core affect comes within a person
as a non-reflective feeling (the person feels angry). In contrast, the affective quality is a
perceived stimulus (seeing the sign makes make the person angry) and can cause a change
in the core affect. "An object is the person, condition, thing or event at which a mental
state is directed" [Russell, 2003, p. 147]. Two strong emotions that often play a role in
the risk of feelings are fear and anger. These two appear to have the opposite effects in
risk estimates; fear appears to amplify risk estimates, whereas anger reduces them [Lerner
et al., 2003]. Lerner et al. [2003] propose that fear arises from estimations of uncertainty and
situational control and for fear, the opposite occurs, from certainty and individual control.
Slovic & Peters [2006] mentions that people mostly are in a calmer state of judgement
and directed by weaker feelings. Slovic & Peters [2006] modified a model based on affect
heuristic explaining information to stimuli regarding high benefit, or low risk has a positive
affect of the stimuli, which could reduce risk perception of the stimuli or perceive the stimuli
as more beneficial. The opposite affect could happen when the information of stimuli is
reported to be beneficially low or having a high risk. This results in the perceived risk to
be higher or perceived to be less beneficial, see Figure 2.1.

5

Figur 2.1: Model based on the affect heuristic. The model gives an insight when the information of a given
stimulus is being presented has high benefits, therefore, positive affect and in return could lower
the risk perception, as in example A. Furthermore at example B, when the information is given
that stimuli it has a low risk and therefore a positive affect, the perception of this stimuli could
be perceived as beneficially high. The opposite effect happens when the information of the affects
to the stimuli is being presented as negative, by having low benefit, example C and high-Risk
example D. Modified model by Slovic & Peters [2006], original model by Finucane et al. [2000]

Affect heuristics are influenced by risk characteristics, which describes the activities that
have an impact on risk perception other than knowledge are as listed: familiarity, personal
control, voluntary, dreaded, and benefits [Slovic et al., 1981]. In the following short
examples will be presented of how the risk characteristics can be interrupted as: When
an action is familiar, then the action tends to be perceived as less risky. When a person
has personal control, then driving a car seems to be perceived as less risky, than flying an
airplane as a passenger. When voluntary settling near a nuclear power plant tends to be
perceived as less risky for a chemical spill, than a nuclear power plant being involuntary
build near your house. When dreaded about a low probability terrorist attack being
perceived as risky than falling over a non-dreaded household item - delayed effect. When
gaining benefits from an activity results that the activity is being perceived as less risky
because of acceptance in the riskiness from the desire of gaining pleasure [Slovic et al., 1981;
Slovic, 1987]. Other researchers support the notion of exchanging sensitive information, in
this case, location data for benefits or convenience [Zickuhur, 2012]. Digmayer & Jakobs
[2016] made a literature analysis about risk studies and found that less than 5% were about
6

privacy risk, and the majority of risk studies 80% were about technical risks.
Stoycheff et al. [2019] found perceptions of government surveillance suppress individuals’
behavior of activities online, through chilling effect and deterrence. The chilling effect
explains people’s behavioral change of inhibition of there actual actions, this is to reduce
repercussions against them. An example in surveillance would be that a person uses other
phrases of words to avoid being linked to misunderstandings a form of self-censorship.
Suppressed activities include illegal activities and political activities. They found no
significant change in online privacy-protective behavior. Privacy protective online behaviors
in the study consist of the basic means to secure one’s online identity, such as deleting
browser history, cookies, and changing passwords. Stoycheff et al. [2019] argues that it
could be because the actions only include commonly practiced actions among the general
population, so the general population understood the given questionnaire. Another study
suggests an opposite effect occurs when surveillance is leaked to the public, which made
a spike in users take action in the use of more sophisticated privacy-protective measures,
such as using Tor that gives access to become anonymous on the internet [Bodó, 2015].
One of many conceptual tools to explain mass surveillance is explained by the panopticon
metaphor. A user might know that they can be tracked after a leak that has been exposed,
but the user might not know when exactly they are being tracked. As the panopticon, the
prisoners do not know if the inspection in the middle is tracking them at the moment, but
they do see the inspection tower in the middle [Foucault, 1995]. McMullan [2015] argues
that unlike the panopticon the prisoners know that they likely are being watched. People
on the internet might not be aware, because of the invisible factor of surveillance. It was
not until the leak from Snowden that the operation of NSA mass surveillance became
known for the public, and awareness of this topic arouse into people’s perception of their
own internet footprint.
Another study used a measuring tool to measure privacy risk perception found even with
a high privacy risk perception, adaptation of privacy protection strategies does not seem
to be affected except for the use of pseudonyms, cookies cunchers, anonymous email, safe
email, and providing false personal data. Which argues that it still leaves to privacy paradox
unresolved [Oomen & Leenes, 2008].
The phenomena of privacy paradox describe how users are willing to partake the action
of losing their privacy while having concerns about their privacy being violated [Berendt
et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2016]. This describes that the users are concerned about
their privacy, yet still opt-in to use the service when confronted by the privacy policies
when confronted before using the service. Williams et al. [2016] found through surveying
the literature five factors that support why privacy paradox occurs. The five factors are
education and experience, usability and design, privacy risk salience, social norms, policies,
and configurations. Williams et al. [2016] stats that the factors are not mutually exclusive.
A literature review of the privacy paradox by Kokolakis [2017] concludes there is still a need
for a theoretical model for privacy paradox. Solove [2020] argues that the privacy paradox
is a myth and should not be an indicator of how much people value their privacy. Instead, it
implies behavior involving risk, where many factors may influence people’s decisions. The
7

paradox does not exist, as it is created on faulty logic and unwarranted generalizations.
The conflict between behavior and attitude occurs because behavior is evaluated of the
decision making about risk in a very specific context. Whereas attitude is measured in a
general context of privacy.
A systematic review by Gerber et al. [2018] analyzed 181 articles of privacy attitude and
behavior, found which factors influence risk perception for privacy with a moderate degree:
The user’s trust of data collector to protect the data collected, Risk-benefit in the gain of
personalization compared to data disclosure and the perceived relevance of the collected
information.
Wilson et al. [2019] explains by reviewing articles about measures of risk perception,
that risk perception is multidimensional and should be included and measured as such.
Dimensions for this are affective, severity of consequences, and the probability of the risks
occurrence. The first two factors are experimental components of risk and correlates to
risk perception. Whereas the probability of the risk occurrence correlates to behavioural
intentions or actions of risk. Thus when only measuring attitudinal perceptive of risk, the
experiential dimensions are sufficient as measurement dimensions.

2.2.1

Privacy concern and Privacy attitude

Privacy concern is described as "the desire to keep personal information out of the hands
of others" [Buchanan et al., 2007,p. 158]. It captures the negative valence attitude when
privacy is being violated by others in an online environment [Dienlin & Trepte, 2015].
Examples of these negative attitudes could be questions about online identity theft,
misuse of personal data, or fraud in the communication process. Attitudes on the other
hand generally capture both positive and negative attitudes. The most acknowledged
view of attitude is "an attitude represents an evaluative integration of cognitions and
affects experienced in relation to an object ... Attitudes are the evaluative judgments that
integrate and summarize these cognitive/affective reactions"[Crano & Prislin, 2006, p. 347].
The polarity of these two concepts is therefore not the same. As a privacy attitude can
be considered positive or negative as in a reflection of two opposing dimensions, bipolar
scales can be made to measure attitudinal variables. Whereas privacy concerns only have
a negative dimension and varying on the same dimension, the unipolar scale has to be
considered [Dienlin & Trepte, 2015]. As privacy concern carries a negative connotation in
the concept of information privacy, it may not be adequate to measure privacy perception
but acts as a proxy to privacy perception.
Privacy concern can be viewed as dependent or independent variable in the scope of
concepts. Smith et al. [2011] found that repeated measures studies primarily have been
made with privacy concern as the independent variable. I.e. variables that are course of
the concept of privacy concern and have a strong relationship are, how privacy concern
affects behavior, trust and regulations. When privacy concern is regarded as the dependent
variable, i.e. what courses this concern, examples such as privacy experience, privacy
8

awareness, personality differences, demographic difference, and culture/climate can be
drawn out of the literature, these models have a tenuous relationship to privacy concern,
and more repeated studies are needed to confirm these [Smith et al., 2011]. In the
relationship between privacy concern and privacy attitude, Dienlin & Trepte [2015] finds
privacy concern as the antecedent to privacy attitude. The next section will be looking at
the harmful effects that may happen for the individual when privacy is being misused.

2.3

Privacy Harms

Different kinds of privacy harms can directly harm an individual and in this section a closer
look at classifications of what these harms can be. Solove [2006] has created a taxonomy
model of privacy which explains four basic groups of harmful activities that affect privacy:
(1) information collection, (2) information processing, (3) information dissemination, and
(4) invasion, see figure Figure 2.2. The model begins with the individual affected by the
privacy scenario whose life is most directly affected. This is called the data subject. The
next step in the model is information collection, this consists of two subgroups, Surveillance,
and Interrogation. Solove explains surveillance is when the individuals’ activities are being
watched, listened to, or recorded. These can describe the sensors in everyday devices,
explicitly IoT-devices in today’s statue quo of devices. Another form of information
collection is via interrogation, which consists of actively probing for information from the
user, an example is by asking the user questions. The next group is after the information has
been retrieved from the user of the previously mentioned information collection subgroups,
and is called information processing. This group consists of five subgroups: aggregation,
identification, insecurity, secondary Use, exclusion. These subgroups describe the following
processes happening in the information processing group: those that collect the data (called
data holders), the processing, storing, combining, manipulating, searching, and using it.
The information collectors can be individuals or organizations such as businesses and
the government. After the data holders have processed the information, the next group
is information dissemination. This group consists of sending the gathered and processed
information further from the individual to another entity or release the information. The
last group is invasions, this group has a direct impact on the data subject, this group does
necessarily not involve information. Arrows in the model describe how the data is either
moving further apart from the data subject or closer and directing the data subject.

9

Figur 2.2: Taxonomy model of privacy which explains the four basic groups of harmful activities that affect
privacy: (1) Information collection, (2) information processing, (3) Information dissemination,
and (4) invasion. The model begins from the data subject. The first 3 groups (1,2,3) distances the
information from the data subject, whereas the last group (4) interferes with the data subject,
original model by [Solove, 2006].

Solove [2006]’s taxonomy has been criticized by Bartow [2006] due to a lack of horror
examples because it fails to identify ways that negatively impact lives beyond feelings of
unease. Solove counter argues with the same argument when people fail to see all of the
augmentations and viewpoints of the counter arguments for nothing-to-hide-argument and
he expresses that people often have a visceral mindset when this topic is debated. Solove
explains few horror cases of people that have obtained sensitive information from companies
and used to do bodily harm to a specific individual and if this was the standard case to
acknowledge problems, then very few privacy problems will be acknowledged [Solove, 2007].
Furthermore, Solove [2007] explains a counterargument of nothing-to-hide-argument which
focuses on why privacy is important other than people using the information to do bodily
harm. The explanation is one element of information is nothing that can be used against
or in favor of an individual, yet over time an accumulation of elements can be merged
together, with the intent to map or something similar to the individual. The need for more
research in this area of privacy can be seen in a literature review from Kokolakis [2017]
of privacy attitudes and privacy behavior. It concludes with the need for more research in
the field of privacy for the diversity of privacy harms, which is an important variable that
should be investigated.
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2.4

Privacy, security, policies, data protection

Data privacy regulations such as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is to
regulate and establish rules of how producers of services have to handle sensitive data and
privacy policies, which came into force in May 2018 for European countries [Parliament &
Council, 2016]. Privacy policies explain what data is being collected while using a service.
Many of the studies in this literature review take aspect in privacy policies as the studied
privacy protection. Security’s context of privacy can be viewed as a protection of theft from
third party organizations, such as hackers [Kalakota & Whinston, 1997]. The organizations
can breach the security of the services and access the data and course harm, the harms of
theses can be seen at Section 2.3.

2.5

Privacy and Privacy Risk in Human-Computer
Interaction

Murphy [1996] finds benefits in a legal regime that protects privacy, by utilizing privacy as
a reputation factor and utilizing the increase of willingness of people to engage in activities
that they would not have otherwise due to anonymity. This makes anonymity an important
factor to make people more willing to engage in activities. Lin et al. [2012] found evidence
that properly informing participants of the usage of data collection, the participants felt less
uneasy about using an application that uses the phone’s GPS data constantly than when it
is just requesting to use the GPS data, without any explanation. This type of information
collection can be called passive data collection [Onnela & Rauch, 2016] or surveillance
when viewed as harm as explained in Section 2.3. This type of data is generated without
any participation or action from the user, examples of this generation can be GPS data, or
when having a conversation the audio data could be recorded, by phone or similar device
with a microphone near the conversation. This surveillance phenomenon can be viewed
as a privacy or security breach, if the company owning the service goes against its own
privacy policies (privacy breach), or when a service is hacked by a third-party organization
(security breach). Furthermore, could this be considered as a risk, because the user does
not have knowledge if the passively obtained information is used to improve or as harm. A
wide-scale real-life example of this phenomenon is the Chinese social credit score system.
China’s social credit score can be a concern for the individual because the tracking of
the individual’s actions and interactions, which can be used to construct representational
profiles, map patterns, and behaviors of an individual. These action decisions can affect the
social credit score, which either improves or harms the individual by a punishment-reward
system [Wong & Dobson, 2019], which supports the notion of nothing-to-hide argument as
seen in Section 2.1. Wong & Dobson [2019] furthermore argues stricter data use policies
need to be in place or else a similar loss of freedom may occur the western society. Internetof-thing-devices may be used to sample behavioral data as they can be considered as live
trackers and this can especially be a privacy concern when the devices are a connection to
the internet and spreading data to the companies and beyond if the data is sold to others.
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2.6

Internet-of-Thing-devices

Smart objects are one of many connotations that describes the new flow of devices that
are interconnected with each other over the world wide net using internet protocol (IP)
[Vasseur & Dunkels, 2000]. Other connotations of this technology are The Internet-ofThings (IoT), web of objects, web of things, and cooperating objects. In this study the
connotation IoT-devices will be used to describe this technology, and to emphasize the
focus will be on the physical product connected to the internet. The compound of IoTdevices would be having equipped a certain type of sensor or actuator, a microprocessor,
a communication device, and a power source. The sensor reads the physical world, the
microprocessor transforms the data from the sensor, the communication devices forward
the data to the world, for example, another IoT-device or receive input from another IoTdevices. The power source provides the electricity, so the IoT-device can work. Any smart
product contains to main behavioral properties, and they are as listed: Interaction with
the physical world and communication. The properties of interaction with the physical
world are by sensing it with sensors and controlling with actuators. From measuring the
air humidity to more complex measures such as air pollution. In this study the terminology
"smart" followed by an object that is going to be considered as an IoT-device such as a
smart speaker.

2.7

Surveillance and IoT-devices

Studies have shown that some IoT-devices such as Google home’s smart speaker do not
record or send data unless it has been activated by vocalizing the activation word "OK
Google" [Perez et al., 2018]. In other words, Google home’s smart speaker does have active
data collection and do not have passive data collection. Perez et al. [2018] continues stating
the companies do not have to disclose directly to the consumer when their IoT-devices
policies have been edited. It is up to the consumer to be up to date, by actively checking on
the official website of the product. A study on the covering of webcams by Machuletz et al.
[2018] found that privacy concerns do not influence user’s decision of utilizing protective
webcam covering. They argue that user would rather decide on benefits and disadvantages
of inconvenience when using the protective cover, than deciding by evaluating the risk,
hence privacy paradox. This is supported in a study by Barth et al. [2019], which controlled
for technical knowledge, privacy awareness, and financial means despite the respondents’
claims to have a concern about privacy, they still remained unwilling to invest either
money or time in privacy protective measures. The authors’ questions, if privacy as a
concept is conceptualized or not. Solove [2020] supports this notion that even if people
can self-management their privacy-protective measures, they perceive it as an infinite task
for each service used. Solove [2020] continues stating that people have a threshold for
when they have pushed enough buttons when self-management their privacy that they
give up and resign the control of their privacy. Self-management privacy might be good
in theory as people can control their privacy, in practice it does not work as the tasks
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become daunting. Privacy fatigue may have an impact on self-management privacy [Oh
et al., 2018]. Machuletz et al. [2018] suggests designing products to protect privacy that are
highly usable, intuitive, and easy to understand. Furthermore, they found that perceived
social norms influence users’ decisions to protect their privacy.

2.7.1

Project Alias - Parasite

An example of physical protective privacy measures is an attachment for Google home
called Alias; a teachable parasite Karmann & Knudsen [2018]. It can be attached on top
of the microphones of either Google home first edition of smart speaker or Amazon Alexas
first edition of smart speaker. By attaching it on top of the devices, it actively blocks the
microphones by low static noise and thereby, eliminating any kind of information collected
from the devices, hence surveillance. The philosophy of this attachment is to give the user
more control over customization and privacy by making it a middle-man device. Alias has
its own pair of microphones and speakers. Alias listens and can, if wanted, translate or
manipulate a user’s command to something else. An example would be a voice command
given to Alias: "Hey Alias", this is then translated to "OK Google"from Alias, and therefore
activating the smart speaker without using the command "OK Google". This is one of
the highlights with more customization, as the user cannot change the google activation
command from "OK Google"as-well-as Alexa’s "Hey Alexa".
In a sense it moves the problem area from producers of the smart speakers to Alias in terms
of surveillance. Despite the fact that the Alias project is open source, bigger cooperations
such as Google smart speaker are not.

2.8

Privacy and security perception assessment studies

Through an interdisciplinary review of privacy research, Smith et al. [2011] argues that
is near impossible to asses privacy itself and privacy assessment depends on privacyrelated measures. These related measures are often referred to as beliefs, attitudes, and
perceptions. The information system discipline is making a move to have a central construct
called privacy concern. This construct is commonly adopted proxy to privacy, yet Dinev
et al. [2013] beliefs that privacy concern is not identical to general privacy. Reasons for this
distinction are there is no rigorous definition of privacy, the lack of literature that describes
privacy concern in the light of general privacy and that privacy concern carries a negative
connotation to general privacy and information privacy, as this may be inadequate if general
privacy should be regarded as valuable. Their definition of general privacy is adapted from
Furthermore, as to general privacy, the problem has been that scholars had struggles of
formulating what exactly general privacy is - behavior, state, function, or feeling.
A construct in social science is the assessment of personal characteristics, they can either be
direct such as height (cm) or weight (kg), etc or indirectly such as the level of a state as in
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depression, happiness, or other states. Indirect constructs can not be measured directly and
therefore use numbers of indicators or items which are measurable and they are considered
underlying to the construct [Cronbach & Meehl, 1955]. Privacy perception has been found
through studies that it is not one dimensional [Dienlin & Trepte, 2015; Burgoon, 1982;
Dinev et al., 2013]. Furthermore Dayarathna [2013] states it is very difficult to build a
methodology to quantify information privacy or the measures used to protect information
privacy. Yet explains by including risk assessments will then be able to assess information
privacy. Risk assessments are a combination of identifying the risks, an assessment for the
severity of the risks, and strategies to manage the identified risks.
One study by Dinev et al. [2013] tested two major factors for privacy perception without
the physical privacy factor: perceived information control and perceived risk, the constructs
could explain 52% of the variance for perceived privacy. Thus more factors would be needed
to explain more of the variance. They explained another construct voluntariness could have
the possibilities to fit into the interplay of control, privacy, and risk, as they argue that
other websites where personal information is not given freely can be viewed differently.
Chang et al. [2015] Uses the created constructs from Dinev et al. [2013] to develop a
boundary management model. They found that Privacy control affects perceived privacy
and risk influences perceived privacy. Furthermore, they highlighted that two proxies to
perceived privacy were privacy concern and trust.
Other studies [Dienlin & Trepte, 2015; Trepte & Reinecke, 2011] used Burgoon [1982]
privacy dimensions described in Section 2.1 to explain privacy perception and behavior in
an online environment. Yet they did not use the physical dimension, as it serves no purpose
in the cyberspace domain.
Buchanan et al. [2007] made a 16-item measurement scale to measure privacy concern
online. Items that do not correlate with this study are not included and therefore taking
out. IoT-devices can be considered as semi-online services, as they act with the internet yet
are in the physical world and therefore not applicable to use privacy concern measurement
tools. Furthermore Smith et al. [1996] constructed a 15-item instrument to measure
concern about information privacy in the context to privacy concern including 4 constructs:
collection, errors, secondary use, and unauthorized access to information. This instrument
has been then further used to construct and validate a joined latent construct called CFIP
(Corncern for information privacy) Stewart & Segars [2002] which they found to have a
high validation and reliability. They also found computer anxiety to correlate with CFIP,
and the higher the anxiety is the higher CFIP is. Many of the above-mentioned studies
have their own meaningful constructs of privacy perception, attitude, or belief. A thorough
search of the relevant literature yielded that Xu et al. [2012] creates the physical privacy
factor in relation to surveillance, called perception surveillance. Furthermore, many of
the articles in this chapter capture the general attitude instead of a specific attitude. An
example of a general attitude can be seen in Smith et al. [1996] which measures individuals’
concern about organizational practices. Every question is general, one of the observable
variables from the collection dimension asks: "It usually bothers me when companies ask
me for personal information". If a user has a high score in CFIP that suggests that: (1)
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immoderate amount of data is collected, (2) a large amount of the data is inaccurate, (3)
corporations use personal information for undisclosed purposes, and (4) corporations fail
to protect access to personal information.
Attitudinal scales can change meaning after time because structures in life changes as do
attitudes toward objects and perceptions Smith et al. [1996]. Therefore, it might not be
functional to use attitudinal privacy instruments that were constructed before IoT-devices
became more normalized in the current time. This indirectly include that the existing
measurement tools might not be applicable in the current time.

2.8.1

Cognitive state measurement

As mentioned earlier, the literature is struggling to define privacy, and Dinev et al. [2013]
argues that much of the literature defines privacy implicitly as a state, which has made a
survey through the literature. This study adapts that privacy can be considered as a state
from Dinev et al. [2013]. Thus making a testable definition of privacy as perceived (state of)
privacy. This can be translated into by Dinev et al. [2013,p. 299] "perceived privacy is an
individual’s self-assessed state in which external agents have limited access to information
about him or her". Cognitive states can be measured from three different perspectives,
performance measures, psychophysiological measures and subjective measures [Kramer,
1990].
Performance measures build on covert performance such as error rate and task completion
time. These measures are objective and provide a real-time assessment of the user’s
cognitive state [Karwowski, 2006]. Psychophysiological measures like performance measures
are an objective measure and capture the physiological bodily change to physiological
manipulation these are mostly involuntary. Subjective measures unlike the other two are
based on overt measures. These are dependent on the user’s perception of tasks [Kramer,
1990]. Subjective responses may be directly influenced by the respondents’ characteristics
such as answering style, interpretation of questionnaire, social disability, and limits of
memory [Kivikangas et al., 2010]. It is not possible to assess subjective measures in realtime and usually taken after a condition or activity.

2.8.2

Questionnaire usefulness

The usefulness of a questionnaire to measure the general privacy perception of specific
objects such as an IoT-device. May be when designing products that have to yield a high
privacy perception or to test to see if the privacy perception is sufficient. This assessment
tool may then be used in conjunction with other perception scales such as sensory
descriptors to figure out what exactly scores high in privacy perception. Furthermore,
studies has found, as described in the review that usability is not good enough for the
privacy solution, and therefore explores that the risk of losing privacy is valued less, if
the usability is insufficient in relation to cost-benefit relationship. Therefore, in terms of
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using the questionnaire in human-computer interaction may yield new knowledge on how
to ensure a better privacy without the cost of usability, as both have to be measured.
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3 | Aim of the study
Projects like Alias subsection 2.7.1 provide a privacy-protective measure. However, the
effectiveness of this product regarding perceived privacy has not jet been assessed. It is
questionable if the user perceives more privacy when having Alias connected to the smart
speaker, as privacy issues may be transferred to Alias. Outcome variables, such as a change
in behavior, will not be taken into consideration in this study, except for attitudinal state
change as a test of the experimental design [Smith et al., 2011]. In the literature, no specific
assessment instrument was found to measure the privacy perception of IoT-devices with
respect to protective measures. Therefore, the main focus of this study is to design a scale
to assess the general privacy perception toward an object and then use it in an experimental
context.
The aim of this study leads to the following research question:
How can privacy perception with respect to IoT-devices protective measures be
assessed?
Subsequently, research questions that are addressed in this study are:
• What constructs for privacy perception do already exists in the literature and how
can they be accommodated for IoT-devices?
• How can these constructs be used for the assessment of privacy perception?
• How can these constructs be tested to test for validity and reliability?
• Does the scale work in an experimental setup?
Dinev et al. [2013] creates a nomological network that explains general privacy perception,
but in the context of web browsing in Web 2.0. This nomological network does not include
the physical factor to privacy perception as derived from Burgoon [1982]. This connection
is explored in the following chapter to include this factor with the help from other studies.
Firstly, a PPS is designed by mainly using the constructs as described in Dinev et al. [2013].
However, the constructs are modified to this study’s needs. The PPS is then validated and
tested, by comparing the assessment tool scores between two scenarios and assessed by a
reliability test.
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4 | Construction of privacy protection
perception assessment instrument
In this chapter, the used method to design the PPS for IoT-devices and focus on privacyprotective measures is explained.

4.1

Scale development

Smith et al. [1996] created a process model for the development of instruments and the
validation of these. The process model contains three main stages. In the first stage the
domain and dimensionality of the construct are specified, items are generated, the content
validity is assessed. The process model is based on literature review, experience surveys,
focus groups and expert judges.
The second stage administrates the instrument and then explores it with two statistically
strong correlating instruments; Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and Confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) [Diana, 2006]. EFA explores the underlying factor structures for observed
variables without prior and prepositions. CFA uses knowledge and empirical research to
postulates the relationship pattern as a prior and then testes the relationship between
observed variables and their underlying latent constructs. A resourceful assumption for
these two methods is that the sample size should at least count 100 respondents for
analysis done by EFA and for testing by CFA the sample size should be 5-20 times
the variables. In the last step validity and reliability is assessed by CFA and Pearson
correlations. Moreover,the generalizability is assessed. These steps were executed in an
assessment period of three years [Smith et al., 1996]. Due to this amount of resources
required, a less rigorous methodology will be used in order to develop the instrument. The
scale development is based on literature study and previous constructs and results from
the literature review. The items will be edited and deleted in order to accommodate for
experiment purpose.
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4.2

Construct modification

Different dimensions of privacy perception exist. Smith et al. [2011] Distinguishes between
two dimensions for privacy after reviewing the literature, the first being information privacy
and the second being physical privacy. Dinev et al. [2013] uses information privacy in
another context, and therefore not entirely the same context-wise, as explained before in
Section 2.8. The constructs that will be used to create the scale are: perceived information
collection and perceived risk, as stated in Dinev et al. [2013]. The physical variable,
perceived surveillance, will be adapted from Xu et al. [2012]. Perceived surveillance can be
considered as a physical construct according to Burgoon [1982]. The observable variables
will be adjusted to reflect physical IoT-devices and the passive usage i.e. by being in close
proximity to the IoT-device, yet without using it actively.
The risk perception observable measures described byDinev et al. [2013] were not used
in this study. Wilson et al. [2019] suggested using affect and severity to measure
risk perception. Affect questions were developed with inspiration from the general risk
perception construct questions of Dinev et al. [2013]. They were modified in order to
measure the physical privacy and passive surveillance of the device. Furthermore, they
were then transformed to measure the affective dimensions of risk perception, see Digital
Appendix Section F.1. The constructs for perceived severity were modified from a validated
study of Xue & Liang [2010]. The items were adjusted to a single item as stated in Gerber
et al. [2019] and adjusted to fit this questionnaire´s design. The specific constructs have
been modified to be used in an experimental setting. This procedure can be seen in Digital
Appendix Section F.1.

4.3

Constructs explanations

As described before,privacy perception is multidimensional. These dimensions will be
explained in this section by the use of the constructs of privacy perception.

4.3.1

Perceived privacy risk

According to Wilson et al. [2019] perceived privacy risk can be measured by adding an
affect component and a severity component together, which indicates the consequences of a
risk. This is then multiplied by the probability of the risk with exposure and vulnerability.
In this study, affect and severity will be used for a measure of perceived privacy risk. The
affect construct typically measures negative emotions, such as worries, fears, etc. Whereas
severity measures the severity or magnitude of the consequence experienced.
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4.3.2

Perceived privacy control

Tactics of information control refers to tactics of managing how consumers control the
amount and accuracy of their shared information. Dinev et al. [2013], have modified them
to perceived privacy control, and describes it as "mechanisms for maintaining the desired
state of privacy"[Dinev et al., 2013, p. 300] by controlling the amount of shared information.
The three tactics are: anonymity, secrecy and confidentiality. Anonymity is describe as
concealment of the identity of the person itself. Secrecy is described as concealment of
information with the intention of concealing the information shared. Confidentiality refers
to keep the already stored information by a device from unauthorised people, as perception
of the information must be protected [Dinev et al., 2013].

4.3.3

Perceived surveillance

Perceived surveillance is the practice of data collection, and does not distinguish between
legal or illegal data collection [Xu et al., 2012].

4.3.4

Perceived privacy

The state of privacy, captured by all the underlying constructs: perceived privacy risk,
perceived privacy control and perceived surveillance. See Section 2.1 for further detail.

4.3.5

Proposed instrument to measure privacy protection

A visual representation of how each of the underlying construct are connected with
perceived privacy i seen in figure 4.1. Construct being explored are perceived surveillance,
anonymity, secrecy, confidentiality and affect. Figure 4.1.
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Figur 4.1: Proposed privacy protection assessment instrument with its constructs and observable measures
connected with each other to the main construct, privacy perception.

4.4

The process of adding, deleting and modification of
construct items

The transformation of the construct items was made in 7 steps and can be seen in Digital
Appendix Section F.1. The transformation was made to use already existing and validated
questions and then transforming them into questions with specific attributes. For example
"these web sites" was transformed to "this smart product". Thereafter, the questions were
modified to specific questions instead of general questions, as the privacy perception is
measured when using the device. The word "concerned" from the surveillance construct
of Xu et al. [2012] had been changed to "believe" as this is displays the same method of
wording as used in Dinev et al. [2013]. Questions have been deleted in order to reduce
the number of items to 13 items, as before the questionnaire had 35 items. All items
from Dinev et al. [2013] that captured the proposed underlying factors of privacy risk
perception were removed, and instead general question of privacy risk perception were
formed. The questions have been transformed to include the passive component of being
near a product and to capture the risk of a physical device. Furthermore, the questions
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have been transformed to get an affective meaning, such as "I would feel uncomfortable...",
as recommended by Wilson et al. [2019]. Then the items have been transformed from
being possibilities, as there is always a possibility of something collecting data into factual
questions. The final items for each construct can be seen at Table 4.1. The ID of the
construct as shown in the table, are their abbreviation. Their real names are as follows:
Risk refers to affect construct. ANYT refers to anonymity construct. SCRT refers to secrecy
construct. CFDT refers to confidentiality. SUR refers to surveillance. Sev refers to Severity.
The true order refers to how it is shown in the questionnaire, where one is the first item
that is shown, and two is the next, the order have been randomized, using a randomizer,
see Digital Appendix Section F.1. Severity construct items can be seen in Table 4.2.
True order

ID

9

Risk1

11

Risk2

1

Risk3

3

Risk4

12
6

ANYT1
ANYT2

4

SCRT1

2

SCRT2

8

CFDT1

5

CFDT2

13

SUR1

10

SUR2

7

SUR3

Measurement item
I feel uncomfortable revealing personal information about me
close to the smart speaker.
There will be a high potential for privacy loss revealing personal
information close to the smart speaker.
I am afraid that the smart speaker will use personal information,
revealed in close proximity to it, in an inappropriate way.
I am concerned that revealing personal information close to the
smart speaker will involve many unexpected problems.
I believe I can hide my true identity using this smart speaker.
The information is kept anonymous on this smart speaker.
I believe I can conceal some information from this smart speaker
when I want to.
I believe I can refuse to give my personal information to this
smart speaker when I think it is too personal.
I believe my personal information provided to this smart speaker
remains confidential.
I believe my personal information is accessible only to those
authorized to have access.
I believe that the smart speaker will obtain information while
having it in close proximity when doing other activities.
I believe that this smart speaker is collecting too much information
about me.
I believe that my conversation is monitored by this smart speaker.

Tabel 4.1: This table shows the final PPS. It displays the true order, which has been randomized when
used in an experiment. The ID of the construct as shown: Risk refers to affect construct. ANYT
refers to anonymity construct. SCRT refers to secrecy construct. CFDT refers to confidentiality.
SUR refers to surveillance. Sev refers to Severity. All the measurement items - observable values.
And all the measurement items - observable values.

True order

ID

14

Sev1

15

Sev2

Measurement item
Assuming that the topic was recorded by the smart speaker,
this would be...
Assuming that the topic was only recorded by the smart speaker
if it were in use, this would be...

Tabel 4.2: This table shows the final PPS for the severity construct of risk perception. It contains the true
order, which has been randomized when used in the experiment.
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A 7-point likert scale is used for all the first 13 items for the PPS; ranging from "strongly
disagree"to "strongly agree", with a middle point of "undecided", see figure Figure 4.2.
The reason for using a 7-point likert scale, is because of the familiarity of the format. The
PPS may be used in a complex scenario based experimental setup, thus making the scale
more familiar to reduce the complexity for the participant.

Figur 4.2: 7-point likert scale used for the first 13 items of PPS.

4.5

Interpretation of scale values

Two out of five constructs in the instrument have to be reversed coded before interpretation.
These two items are; perceived privacy risk and perceived surveillance. Going forward with
the interpretation of the instrument after reveres coding, a low score indicates a state of
having low privacy and a high score indicates a state of having high privacy.
The method to summarize the score is described in [Bangor et al., 2008], the specific
method explanation can be seen in Digital Appendix Section F.2. As this questionnaire
aims to find the general privacy perception from a given situation, which aligns with how
the system usability scale tries to find the general usability of a usage. A limitation for
using this method of summarizing is that usability is one dimensional, and it may not be
an effective method of summarizing, as the general privacy perception questionnaire does
have more than one dimension.
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5 | Validation of instrument
In this chapter the PPS will be tested in an experimental setup, using online respondents.

5.1

Methodology

The method of testing the PPS was done with an A/B-testing method with within-subject
design. This had been conducted by the use of a survey, which contains two different
scenarios. Whereas the scenarios are the independent variables. These include a control
variable which consists of the default smart speaker. The experimental condition, covers
for the surveillance opportunity, and therefore the assumption is that this creates a high
perceived privacy in terms of passive surveillance. The objective with this experiment is
to test if the instrument is measuring perceived privacy in terms of protective measures.
Another way to measure peoples judgement and attitudes is to use the factorial survey
experiment method (FSE) or vignette experiment for surveys [Liebe et al., 2020]. Yet in
this method, two factors are used, one control the other experimental. The focus is to test
whether the scale works for the indented purpose of measure. The same concepts of having
scenarios are used, yet in a simple method. The validation will be conducted using a survey
structure, and therefore acts as a survey study. Furthermore, factor extraction is carried
out for the first scenario, in this study referred to as condition, as the second condition
may be effected by a carry-over effect. Two different analyses are performed, one to check
for reliability of the items and constructs them self, and the next is to check if the PPS
works in the desired experimental setup for its use.

5.2

Survey study development

The survey is constructed to test the designed PPS and assess if it measures for privacy
perception by using two extreme bipolar scenarios, where the control condition has low
privacy and the experimental condition has high privacy. It all depends on the user,
therefore it cannot be stated that either of the scenarios are either high in privacy or low in
privacy. To some people both scenarios can either be true or false in scenarios. Therefore,
it is assumed people that are aware of privacy threats might find this distinguishment
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acceptable or not enough. The structure and procedure of the survey can be seen in
Figure 5.1. The survey structure explains what and when the participant are going to
see each part of the survey. In the following sections, each of the steps are going to be
explained in more detail. The survey can be seen in Appendix C.

Prescenario

Privacy awareness
test

Affect

Scenario 1
and 2

Perceived privacy
Scale

Perceived privacy
risk

Severity

Perceived privacy
control

Anonymity

Perceived
survaliance

Secrecy

Conﬁdentiality

Postscenario

Privacy awareness
retest

Conﬁrmatory
questions

Demographic

Figur 5.1: A diagram to illustrate the flow of the survey. In the pre-scenario, the privacy awareness scale
is used. After each scenario, the privacy perception scale is used. Post-scenario the retest of
privacy awareness is measured, demographics, and confirmatory values.

In this survey, the number of items will be described as follows, three questions from
privacy awareness and 15 from PPS. Times two, because they are asked again after the
second scenario. Two confirmatory questions. Six general questions. In total 44 questions
are asked throughout the survey.

5.2.1

Scenarios

The different scenarios have been created to demonstrate two extremes in privacy
perception. The scenarios are based around having the sensors for a smart product covered
or uncovered. In this case a Google home smart speaker has been chosen, albeit the chosen
smart speaker is not stated in the survey. It has only been stated that it is a smart speaker,
in order to avoid trust factors for the specific brand of smart speaker. As referenced to
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in subsection 2.7.1, measures have been created to create more privacy for the user. The
whole concept of Alias has not been implemented in order to reduce the complexity of
the scenario. Therefore, in this case an understandable approach has been chosen where
a Alias lookalike was created in this study to shields for the microphone sensors, and can
then be uncovered by activating a button, see Appendix B.
The scenarios are chosen to be hypothetical in order to avoid personal and ethical
consequences. This means that the participant do not have to base their sensitive
information on their own information, instead they just have to assume the scenario. The
scenarios are abstract according to Gerber et al. [2019] as participants do not know the
consequences if their information is spread to unknown or known sources. Examples of
specific use cases can bee seen in Gerber et al. [2019].
The contextual of the scenarios are the same in order not to introduce unnecessary
confounding variables. The only contextual difference except for the Alias lookalike, is
the difference that the participant is talking to a friend in the first scenario and a family
member in the second scenario. The scenario is based upon giving sensitive information to
a reliable person. And in both cases the smart speaker is in proximity of this hypothetical
conversation, the participant have to imagine. The Alias lookalike is used as this item
captures a sense of device. Another item would have had the same ability to be used in the
scenario, as the purpose was just to illustrate that it covers the microphone holes. By using
this lookalike, the respondent have some sense that they can interact with the product,
instead of removing an item on top of the Google home speaker.

5.2.2

Classification of the public

According to Westin’s studies of privacy awareness in a index made by Kumaraguru
& Cranor [2005], classification of the public can be grouped into three different
levels of general privacy awareness groups. Fundamentalist - High privacy concern,
Pragmatist - medium privacy concern and unconcerned - low privacy concern. The privacy
fundamentalist are the most protective of their privacy. These respondents feel that
organizations should not collect personal information for the organizational own needs and
think that people should be proactive in refusing giving in of personal information. The
privacy pragmatist based their willingness to share personal information according to pros
and cons of sharing the information. They evaluate the protections that are in place and
also based on their trust to the company or organization. The privacy unconcerned are the
least protective of their privacy. They feel that providing information to organization far
outweigh the potential harm of sharing the information. Lastly they do not favor expansion
of more privacy protective regulations. See questionnaire and method for classification in
Appendix A. It is chosen to have the privacy awareness scale as the first questions, as they
are general in nature, and specific questions can influence general questions found. These
general question are also used as a retest to see if the survey influence the participants
perception of general privacy.
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5.2.3

Control variables

The affect heuristic, could have an effect on how people would perceive the risk. Therefore,
no negative or positive information about the stimuli are made, because it could affect the
perception of being less or more risky. This may not be the option as Dayarathna [2013]
stated that without knowing the risk and understanding the consequences of it, a privacy
assessment can not be captured. Therefore, in the questionnaire, it is described what the
device does and what sensors are active in the designated scenarios. As the survey was made
in spring 2020, in the middle of a world pandemic, people may experience another form
of everyday life and have an unknown feeling that could translate into being less risky or
more in the given context of sharing privacy or medical information. Therefore, this could
be a confounding factor. Being more risky in giving personal and medical information to
track the spreading of the COVID-19, as the benefits might be higher for society. The
respondants could also be more concerned to privacy, as authorities have a reason to do
mass surveillance as seen in China [Lu, 2020]. Gerber et al. [2019] used the work experience
in the field of IT security, as a student, researcher or practitioner to determine if people are
experts or lay people respect to privacy. This study will use the same method to classify
the difference. If the respondent answers more than one year of experience, they are then
considered as experts, otherwise as lay people. If respondent have some kind of experience,
they are then considered to be an expert in this survey. The country of the respondent
have been asked, as the survey has been distributed into the world wide web. Culture
differences may affect the results on perceived privacy.

5.3

Pilot testing the questionnaire

The questionnaire were reviewed by two people. One pointed out fewer questions per page
would be more ideal to ensure that the item values were seen (Disagree to agree). And
the other could not understand the difference between the last two likert confirmatory
questions. One of the confirmatory questions were edited to have a negative meaning.
Other than that, the question were well understood, as-well as the scenarios and how to
rate them. After further analysis, the severity items have been extracted out of the PPS
as they do not serve a meaning-full relationship, if they were to be summarized as a total
score. They can be used as confounding factors instead.

5.4

Distribution of survey

This thesis is written in the middle of an ongoing pandemic in the world and the local
area. It is then not possible for ethical reasons to distribute in the local communities, as
the distributor and respondents will have an increase possibility to get infected by the
COVID-19 virus. A telephonic distribution is not optimal due to conceptualization of the
scenario will not be adequate when the questionnaire is given. The respondent have to
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visually see the different conditions in order to fully grasp the state of privacy between the
conditions. The chosen method of distribution of the survey in these circumstances is an
online distribution method. The distribution will be administrated into different fora so
it can capture a homogeneous populations, see Appendix D of the chosen fora and their
text in danish and English. The survey was created in SurveyXact from Ramboll [2020].
The instrument was in english and the recruitment was spread out as much as possible
to get most participant. The survey was open for two weeks from the 26Th of April 2020
and closed 10Th of May. A responds rate of 15% (46 respondents), 7% (21 respondents)
of somewhat finished and total distribution to 297 people. A distribution can be counted
multiple times, as the survey was distributed anonymously, which means every click on
the link to the survey will count as a new distribution. The data analysis will exclusively
be reported on the respondents that fully completed the survey. All the respondents were
informed that their data will be kept anonymous, and that they could withdraw at any
point.

5.4.1

Participants

A total of 46 respondents (19 male, 25 female and 2 others) completed the survey. The age of
respondents ranged from 20 to 45 years (M = 27, SD= 5.7). See the overall characteristics
of the respondents in Appendix Table E.1.

5.5

Statistical analysis

The statistical method is split into two sections. The first section is about how sufficiently
the items of the scales are intercorrelated. The next section is about how the two
different conditions perform on the questionnaire. The last section will be looking into
confounding variables, which may have had an effect on the results of the conditions. The
statistical analysis and calculations was done in SPSS, version 26.0.0.0, unless otherwise
specified. The data can be found in Digital Appendix Section F.2, called "Raw_data" and
"All_Data_reverseCoded".
Testing the individual items betweem one another
The quality of an assessment scale is usually assessed in terms of its content validity,
construct validity and reliability [Straub & Gefen, 2004]. Content validity is either backed
up by literature review or expert domain evaluation. In this study the content validity
is backed up on previous studies based on literature review, and combination of other
theories which is then merged together to create a measurement instrument for this
study specific use case. Construct validity is usually based on three other validates:
convergent validity, discriminant validity and nomological validity. Construct validity can
be established if convergent validity, discriminant validity and nomological validity are
acceptable. Convergent validity are measures or variables that correlate positively with each
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other within the same construct. Discriminant validity distinguishes if two constructs are
similar, which they should not be, as they will then measure the same concept. Nomological
validity is the theoretical approach of predicting ways scales correlates with each other
distinct but related constructs.
The data will not be tested by a CFA because of the low sample size N = 46, an EFA
will be used. Before testing for factors and reliability, a factor extraction method was
computed on the data. This is to ensure that the correct amount of factors are extracted
form the data. Normally the eigenvalue-greater-than-one rule from Kaiser is used, while
this extraction may be common in statistical program, it may not be the most sufficient
way of determining the amount of factors. In order to get a reliable eigenvalue cutoff value,
a parallel analysis has been considered, as it takes the number of items and number of
respondents into account[Thompson & Daniel, 1996]. The parallel analysis found that one
factor should be extracted from the data and all latent constructs from privacy control
have been reversed coded, see Appendix Section E.2. A PCA was run on the 13 items
from the questionnaire for condition 1 of 46 respondents. Inspection of the correlation
matrix showed that all variables had at least one correlation coefficient greater than 0.3.
Item ANYT1 had one correlation with a coefficient of 0.327 to sur1. The overall KMO
was 0.876 which is a measure for adequacy of the variables, and value above 0.8 shows the
sampling is adequate [Kaiser, 1974].
Cronbach’s α is used to examine the reliability of the scales and their internal consistency
between items in order to determine, how well they are measuring the same underlying
dimension. In other words, how well the items are grouped together [Yu, 2001]. Cronbach’s
α is used for each of the scales, as it cannot determine dimensionality. As there is only one
factor, the Cronbach’s α is used for all the items.
Condition scores
The scored likert data is ordinal, as the distances between each score do not have a
definite meaning. However, in this data analysis, the likert data is considered as continuous.
Parametric tests are known for having a higher statistical power than non-parametric tests
and, therefore, parametric test were considered for further analyses even if the data is
ordinal from likert scale Carifio & Perla [2008]. One of the assumptions for using ordinal
data as continuous, is that the likert scale has at least five categories in order [Sullivan &
Artino, 2013]. As the likert scale in this study had seven categories in order, this assumption
was fulfilled. Because the likert data was positively skewed and the Shapiro-Wilk test was
significant, a normality of the pairwise differences was not asserted as seen in Appendix
Section E.4. Therefore, the statistical analysis of the likert data were addressed with nonparametric test within the realm of pairwise testing between the conditions. The pairwise
comparison was performed with Wilcoxon signed-rank test. One assumption for Wilcoxon
signed-ranked test is the data have to be close to a symmetric distribution. Therefore, the
difference scores were visually inspected by a histogram. As shown in the Appendix E,
Figure E.10. Moreover, the histogram was approximately symmetrically distributed. The
effect size of non-parametric tests was calculated by dividing Z by the square root of the
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sample size [Tomczak & Tomczak, 2014]. The confounding variables were tested for gender,
age and privacy awareness. All the tests can be seen in Section E.6. The test are only used
on condition 1, as the carry-over effect may have a high deflection on condition 2. A visual
inspection of the pre -and post categorizations of the privacy awareness classification was
carried out to examine if people have been affected by taking the questionnaire.

5.6

Results - Factor

As mentioned before, a parallel analysis found that only one factor is adequate to be
computed according to the eigenvalue. Each of the components loading’s can be seen in
Table 5.1. It shows that anyt1 has a low loading, whereas item anyt2, scrt1 and scrt2 have
a medium loading. The rest have a high loading. As there is only one factor, it is possible
that privacy perception may not be multidimensional. Furthermore, the components of the
PPS will be named privacy perception, as there is only one factor.
Loading
Component
1
risk1
.813
risk2
.875
risk3
.790
risk4
.822
anyt1
.269
anyt2
.652
scrt1
.555
scrt2
.474
cfdt1
.846
cfdt2
.771
sur1
.843
sur2
.795
sur3
.852
Tabel 5.1: Loading’s for component 1 for each item of condition 1.

When checking for reliability, Cronbach’s α is used. The main construct, consists of 13
items had a high level of internal consistency, as determined by a Cronbach’s α of 0.924.
When assessing how the items fit within the scale, a item-total correlation was tested, see
Table 5.2. A item-total correlation value less than 0.3 indicates that the item it self does
not correlate amongst the overall scale values, thus may be dropped [Churchill, 1979]. It
can be seen that item anyt1 has a score of .239, thus indicating that it may not measure
the same as the rest of the items.
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risk1
risk2
risk3
risk4
anyt1
anyt2
scrt1
scrt2
cfdt1
cfdt2
sur1
sur2
sur3

Item-total correlation
.753
.832
.741
.768
.239
.589
.520
.434
.792
.712
.800
.731
.802

Tabel 5.2: Overview of item-total correlation between all items of the questionnaire.

5.7

Results - Conditions

The descriptive data for each of the conditions’ items can be seen in Appendix Section E.3.
Out of the 46 respondents, 41 had an increased privacy perception in condition 2 compared
to condition 1, whereas four respondents had a decreased privacy perception and one saw
no improvement, see Figure E.10. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test determined that there was
a statistically significant increase in the privacy perception score (Mdn = 15.38) when
respondents perceived condition 2 (Mdn = 57.69) compared to condition 1 (Mdn = 31.41),
Z = 5.43, p < 0.001, r = 0.80. A visual representation between the two conditions’ medians
can be seen in Figure 5.2.
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Boxplot of score by conditions
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Figur 5.2: Boxplot of mean scores for condition 1 (C1) and condition 2 (C2).

5.8

Confounding factors

The confounding variables were compared with condition 1’s summarized scored of privacy,
as carry-over effect may have effected the answers for condition 2. All the calculations for
the confounding variables can be seen in Appendix Section E.6. A visual inspection of
a scatter-plot for condition one and age was made and did not reveal a monotonic or
linear relationship. Therefore, a correlation could not be calculated by the Spearman´s
correlation. It was checked if gender is a confounding factor by conducted Mann-Withney
U test of condition 1 and gender. The test revealed no significant difference between males
(Mdn = 29.49) and females (Mdn = 32.05) (U = 236.5, Z = -.024, p = .981). To assess
if privacy awareness was a confounding factor a one-way ANOVA was carried out. There
was found homogeneity of variance, as assessed by Levene’s test for equality of variances
(p = .354). The test revealed that the privacy score were lowest for fundamentalist (n =
18, M = 21.58, SD = 17.91), whereas pragmatist (n = 25, M = 39.64, SD = 20.29) and
unconcerned (n = 3, M = 41.02, SD = 9.25), had a relatively same mean between each
other and higher mean than fundamentalist. The one-way ANOVA revealed that there was
a statistically significant difference in privacy awareness classification groups and privacy
scores, F (2, 43) = 5.044, p < 0.011, 2 = .190. In conclusion a significant difference between
fundamentalist and pragmatist was found, where fundamentalist have a lower score than
pragmatist for condition 1.
Page 1
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5.8.1

Test-retest of privacy awareness

Descriptive data of privacy awareness and classification for the participant pre- and postscenarios can be seen in Table 5.3. The calculation can be seen in digital appendix F.2. It
can be seen that it had an effect on some respondents to being more aware of privacy due
to the questionnaire. From condition 1 to condition 2, the number of pragmatist increased
from 18 to 24 respondents. Whereas the number of unconcerned has decreased from three
to zero respondents.

Pre
Post

Fundamentalists
39.1%(18)
52.2%(24)

Unconcerned
6.5%(3)
0%(0)

Pragmatists
54.3%(25)
47.8%(22)

Tabel 5.3: Classification of the respondents pre- and post-scenarios. The number of participants are shown
in parenthesis.
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6 | Discussion
The aim of the study was to design a PPS to measure the user´s privacy perception of
IoT product regarding to protective measures. The PPS was assessed for its reliability in
an experimental scenario. In this section, the results of this experiment are discussed.
In general, the results of the experiment suggest that the designed PPS can be used in order
to assess the users´s privacy perception of IoT devices regarding to protective measures.

Factor analysis
As described in the results, the EFA suggest one factor. This could be caused by the
respondents not having a direct interaction with the device, thus they did not perceive
control, as there was no direct control to perceive. Furthermore, it does indicate that some
items have a high loading, primarily from the affect construct and surveillance construct.
Item ANYT1 scored a low cronbach’s alpha value and a low item-total correlation. This
indicates that this item do not measure the same as the other items. The items is as follows:
"I believe I can hide my true identity using this smart speaker". It can be argued that the
word "using", may not have been adequately used for the specific experimental set-up, as
no interactions were possible in the hypothetical scenarios. As the ANYT1 was the only
question that did not fit into the questionnaire it is proposed to either change the question
into a passive question or to use the PPS in an active scenario. As the PPS ultimately
was designed to be used in an active scenario, where participants could interact with the
device, it is believed that this could change the perception of the participant toward the
question. It is hypothesized that the ANYT1 would fit into the questionnaire, when used
in an active scenario.
The PPS was designed to have five underlying constructs, but only one factor was found.
This means that the questions did not underlie multiple constructs, but just one general
construct, privacy perception. In conclusion, the scoring of the PPS can be calculated by
adding all questions together, rather then using the five factors as ultimately proposed.
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Condition - Scores
As expected the two conditions of perceived privacy are significantly different. It indicates
that even when the respondents had to responds to a hypothetical scenarios, the difference
would still occur between the condition. It was expected that the scores of condition 2
are higher than the assessed scores, as it operates in an extreme scenario. The hypothesis
has been confirmed by the experimental study. The method of summarizing the scores
worked, as only one factor was discovered for the scenario, thus making a summarizing
of all the scores to be an adaptable method. If EFA revealed more than one factor, the
method of scoring would have been different, as scores for each of the factors, instead of a
summarizing of the items scores.

Confounding factors
Confounding factors such as age and gender did not have an influence on privacy
perception. The privacy awareness scale showed a difference, where fundamentalist had
a lower score than pragmatist, in other words, a lowered state of privacy. This means that
the scale might be more useful in order to see an effect if people with a fundamentalist
mindset are asked. This means that the more privacy aware a person is, the lower the score
of for PPS when testing without a protective measure on an IoT-device.
In conclusion, the hypothesis of a difference between condition 1 and two was fulfilled, thus,
suggesting that the PPS measures the privacy perception of IoT device users. Furthermore,
the factor analysis suggests that only one factor is present and therefor, summarizing
all scores is possible. Lastly, the privacy awareness of the participants reveled to be a
confounding factor, suggesting a combination of the privacy awareness questionnaire and
the PPS to be optimal.

6.1

Limitations

This research focuses on privacy perception, attitude and beliefs. Thus, it does not value
the outcome variables that can changes state or behaviour. Due to resource limitations
CFA could not be conducted and instead a EFA was conducted. Therefore, this study is
missing a strong statistical analysis of the underlying factor structures and validation of the
factor structures of the observed variables [Diana, 2006]. A rigorous validation process and
reliability have to be tested in order to verify the usage of the instrument. The experimental
design included hypothetical scenarios, instead a real life scenarios may have been better
to reflect the actual perception. Validating the PPS using an experimental set-up might
not be the best solution when testing for validity. It is suggested that the PPS is tested in
only one scenario, instead in an a experimental set-up with two conditions.
The following variables severity, confirmatory questions, expert vs. laymen relationship,
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were tested but not further analysed. As there could be a difference in the privacy
perception of experts and laymen it is proposed to analyse this relation in further studies.
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7 | Conclusion
The present study aimed to design a PPS for IoT devices. The experimental study to
assess for the reliability of the designed PPS revealed that the PPS can be used in order to
assess the user´s privacy perception of IoT devices regarding to protective measures. In the
factor analysis, only a factor was extracted by conducting a PCA and parallel analysis. The
cronbach α value of the factor was found to be .924. The item ANYT1 has a low loading
and low item-total correlation of .239, which indicates that this item does not measure
the same as the other items. Therefore, this particular question needs to be reconsidered
as discussed. It was found to be a significant difference between control condition and
experimental condition using the PPS, with r = .80. Whereas the control condition were
perceived having a state of less privacy than for the experimental condition.

7.1

Future work

The items that are not intercorrelated with the rest of the items need to be corrected.
Furthermore, validating the instrument by performing a CFA with a substantially larger
sample size, would be beneficial to confirm the validity of the instrument. Another EFA
can be explored with a larger sample size in order to confirm if the questions of the PPS
underlie only a single factor, as shown in this study.
Moreover, the relationship between privacy perception and user experience would be an
interesting study, especially when IoT-devices become standard devices in households and
smart cities slowly emerges into the societies.
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A | Privacy awareness scales
In the following, the adapted privacy awareness scale is shown. Beneath it is the
transformed privacy awareness based on the original scale.

A.0.1

Privacy awareness scale - Original

Westin’s Privacy index - see Kumaraguru & Cranor [2005].
Scale 1-4: (1) strongly disagree to (4) strongly agree
1. Consumers have lost all control over how personal information is collected and used
by companies.
2. Most businesses handle the personal information they collect about consumers in a
proper and confidential way.
3. Existing laws and organizational practices provide a reasonable level of protection
for consumer privacy today.

A.0.2

Privacy awareness scale - transformed and used as retest

Scale 1-4: (1) strongly disagree to (4) strongly agree
1. Companies have taken control over how the personal information of consumers is
collected and used.
2. The collection of the consumers’ information is handled by most businesses in a
proper and confidential way.
3. Today consumer privacy is sufficiently protected by existing laws and organizational
practices.

A.0.3

Calculation method for classifying respondents

The classification can be split into three different categories, Fundamentalist, unconcerned,
and pragmatist. The classification method can be found in Kumaraguru & Cranor [2005].
The method to group the respondents to each are as follows:
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The respondent is grouped into the Privacy Fundamentalists if they have agreed (Strongly
or somewhat) with the first statement and disagreed (strongly or somewhat) with the
second and third statements.
The respondent is grouped into the Privacy Unconcerned if they have disagreed (Strongly
or somewhat) with the first statement and agreed (strongly or somewhat) with the second
and third statements.
The respondent is grouped into the Privacy Pragmatists when the above statements are
not accepted. I.e. all other answers that do not align with the two other groupings.
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B | Scenarios for the survey study
The first scenario the participant is presented for can be seen in Figure B.1. The second
scenario the participant is presented for after they have answered the privacy perception
questionnaire can be seen in Figure B.2. They both have an introduction that explains how
a smart speaker works and the scenario it self, with the minor change that the first scenario
is talking to a friend and the second scenario talking to a family member. Furthermore, in
scenario 2 there is an added section called Changes which includes how the independent
variable is different, as seen in the picture and explain in text how it is different and
what to expect from the change. Scenario 1 will always be presented first and scenario 2
presented last as survey tool did not have the option to randomize the conditions. This
meant a counterbalancing was not counted for and a carry-over effect might occur during
the survey participation. Scenario 2 is a modifyed version of the parasite .
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Introduction:

The makers of smart speakers claim that their devices are only activated by speci c keywords like "Ok Google". This would mean that they only recognize spoken language after
activation. However, the microphones of the smart speaker are always active in order to
listen for the spoken commando, like "Ok Google".

Scenario 1
Imagine you are talking to a friend while having a smart speaker in the same room, see picture
below for reference.
The context of the conversation is that you are telling your friend that you might have been
infected with HIV and are waiting for the nal lab results.

Click next when you have understood the scenario.

PREVIOUS

NEXT

28%

Figur B.1: Scenario 1. Screenshot of the scenario from the survey study.
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Introduction:

The makers of smart speakers claim that their devices are only activated by speci c keywords like "Ok Google". This would mean that they only recognize spoken language after
activation. However, the microphones of the smart speaker are always active in order to
listen for the spoken commando, like "Ok Google".
Changes:
This time the smart speaker is covered by a device, which is blocking the microphones
completely, and therefore, no spoken language can be detected by the microphones. You
can unblock the microphones by pressing a physical button near the device (not shown in
the picture). This way the smart speaker will only be able to listen to you when the button
has been pressed and thereby unblocking the microphones.

Scenario 2
Imagine you are talking to a family member while having a smart speaker in the same room, see
picture below for reference.
The context of the conversation is that you are telling your family member that you might have
been infected with HIV and are waiting for the nal lab results. The device has been blocking the
microphones during your conversation.

Click next when you have understood the scenario.

PREVIOUS

NEXT

57%

Figur B.2: Scenario 2. Screenshot of the scenario from the survey study.
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C | Survey
The procedure of the survey
The survey begun with a welcome text that introduces the author, the context of the
survey and a short outline of the procedure. Following, the participants were presented
to the consent format, which was highlighted to increase likelihood of reading it, before
proceeding. Next the participants were presented to a privacy awareness scale, which is
followed by the first scenario. It explains the scenario with a picture attached. They were
then exposed to the privacy perception questionnaire. In order to have the participant
reminded about the scenario while answering, the attached picture was always shown on
the top of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was split into three pages. The first page
contains the first 7 questions, then 6 questions, and lastly the severity construct questions,
this was done to not overwhelm the participants with an exaggerated amount of questions
on one page. After the participants were finished with the questionnaire the second scenario
begins. The same method of showing the questionnaire was used for the second scenario.
When finished, they were then asked to answer the modified privacy awareness scale. After
this step, they answered the general questions, which contains confirmatory questions, if
they felt more privacy with the device attached, their experience in IT security in terms of
years if they own or use a smart speaker, country of residence, age, gender, and comment
section for feedback of the survey.

Inconsistencies
The shown survey attached to this document is screenshotted from a computer browser’s
point of view. The mobile version have a different layout, and depending on the browser
size the pc version can have a different layout as in being more condensed, therefore as a
note, the layout might look different than the displayed survey below.
Below this page, the whole survey to assesses the privacy perception is shown.
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D | Distribution location and text
Title:
Privacy perception - Spørgeskemaundersøgelse
Danish distribution text for the survey:
Davs! Jeg er en master studerende på Aalborg Universitet. Jeg har til fokus at skrive
omkring ens privacy perception i henhold til digitale enheder. I denne spørgeskemaundersøgelse tager jeg udgangspunkt i en smart speaker iht. to scenarier. Man behøver ikke
at eje en smart speaker for at kunne deltage og detaljer vil fremstå i undersøgelsen. Det
eneste krav er at man er over 18 år gammel. Jeg vil være meget taknemmelig over for din
besvarelse!
https://www.survey-xact.dk/LinkCollector?key=XDMWLZQKJ512
Spørgeskemaundersøgelsen tager mellem 10-15 minutter at gennemføre og den er på
engelsk.
Mange tak på forhånd!
Distrubted to:
https://www.hardwareonline.dk/
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Title:
Privacy perception for a digital device (18+)
English distribution text for the survey:
Hello everyone!
I am a master’s student in Engineering Psychology at Aalborg University, and I am working
on my master’s thesis about the privacy perception of digital devices. This survey is based
on two scenarios with a digital device, in this case, a smart speaker. You do not need to
own or use one to participate, details will be included in the survey. The only requirement
is that you are 18 years old or above. This survey will take approximately 10-15 minutes
to complete. I would really appreciate your answers! Thank you, a lot, for your help.
https://www.survey-xact.dk/LinkCollector?key=XDMWLZQKJ512
Distrubted to:
https://reddit.com/r/SampleSize/
Facebook group called: (AAU: Søg, find og bliv testperson)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/715029768587785/
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E | Survey data
This appendix includes all data from the Survey.

E.1

Characteristics

The characteristics for the respondents can be seen in Table E.1.
Respondents characteristics (N = 46)
Gender
Male
Female
Other
Experience
No experience
1 year or less
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years or more
Have or use a smart speaker
Yes
No
Country of residence
Denmark
United states
Germany
Finland
Italy
Poland

%

#

41,3
54,3
4,3

19
25
2

65,2
2,2
6,5
2,2
2,2
21,7

30
1
3
1
1
10

21,7
78,3

10
36

76,1
8,7
6,5
4,3
2,2
2,2

35
4
3
2
1
1

Tabel E.1: Characteristics of the respondents.
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E.2

Extraction of factors

The parallel analysis was done with the help of a web-service that can output a parallel
analysis based on, the number of variables, sample size, type of analysis, number of
random correlation matrices, percentile of eigenvalues and seed number Gonzaga [2016].
The following data was used to be calculated; Number of variables: 13, sample size: 46, type
of analysis: principal components, number of random correlation matrices: 100, percentile
of eigenvalues: 95, and seed: 1005. The parallel analysis can be seen in Table E.2
Component or Factor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mean Eigenvalue
2.025188
1.721368
1.49859
1.330087
1.183109
1.040668
0.922145

Percentile Eigenvalue
2.239414
1.914565
1.637769
1.462013
1.287914
1.128458
1.00318

Tabel E.2: Parallel analysis computed with the help of Gonzaga [2016].

The variance explained by the use of extraction method of principal component analysis
can be seen in Table E.3, using data from Raw_Data of condition 1.
Component
1
2
3
4
5

Initial Eigenvalues
Total % of Variance Cumulative %
7.136
54.893
54.893
1.414
10.880
65.774
.894
6.878
72.652
.722
5.552
78.204
.691
5.313
83.517

Tabel E.3: Initial eigenvalues from extraction method of PCA of condition 1.

The mean eigenvalue from Table E.2 have to be less than the calculated value in row Total
of Table E.3 in order to accept the factor. Factor one is less than the mean eigenvalue from
the parallel analysis (7.136 > 2.025), whereas factor two has a greater mean eigenvalue
than from the calculated factor (1.414 < 1.721). This means one factor has to be extracted
by comparing the calculated values to the parallel analysis and explains 54.89% of the
variance.
Other methods of interpretation
Other methods of cut-of can be used by extracting factors with an eigenvalue above 1, or
by looking at a scree plot, which is the visualisation between eigenvalues and factors. A
scree plot can be seen at Figure E.1. As it can be seen, this indicates factor 1 load huge
amount of the variance, and by using the elbow, method for interpretation of the scree
plot, it may seem to have two factors.
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Scree Plot
8

Eigenvalue
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12

13

Component Number

Figur E.1: Scree plot of condition 1.

Assuming it may have two factors, a visualisation of PCA between these two components is
made and rotated using Verimax, as the data is orthogonal, see Figure E.2. It can be seen,
that all the underlying constructs for perceived privacy control are negative correlated, from
affect and surveillance construct. All the affect and surveillance items are group together
which has a high loading on component 1. Whereas cfd1, cfd2 and anyt2 are negative
correlated with a high loading on component 1. On component 2, scrt1, scrt2 and any1
seem to be loading on component 2. The values of the loading are shown in Table E.4.
Furthermore, this proves that all the items for perceived privacy control are negatively
correlated, which prompts the solution to reverse code all the items for in construct of
affect and surveillance.

Page 1
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Rotated component matrix
Component
1
2
risk3
.774
-.196
scrt2 -.174
.812
risk4
.871
-.047
scrt1 -.276
.776
cfdt2 -.688
.353
anyt2 -.563
.344
sur3
.793
-.312
cfdt1 -.794
.295
risk1
.856
-.060
sur2
.859
-.007
risk2
.833
-.276
anyt1 -.045
.590
sur1
.775
-.332
Tabel E.4: Rotated component matrix for condition 1, for two components.

Component Plot in Rotated Space
1.0
scrt1

scrt2

anyt1
0.5
cfdt2

Component 2

cfdt1

anyt2

sur2 risk4

0.0

risk3 risk1
risk2
sur1
sur3
-0.5

-1.0
-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

Component 1

Figur E.2: Principal component analysis plot for condition 1.

E.3

Descriptive statistics for conditions

Descriptive statistics for each item after reverse coding for condition 1 can be seen in
Table E.5 and for condition 2 in Table E.6. It can be seen that all items have an increased
mean from condition 1 to condition 2. A visual representation for the descriptive data can
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be seen at Figure E.3, with a confidence interval of 95%. For condition 1, it seems that
all the data more compact than for condition 2, where anyt1, anyt2, and cfdt1 scores low
values, compared to the rest of the items for condition 2.

risk1
risk2
risk3
risk4
anyt1
anyt2
scrt1
scrt2
cfdt1
cfdt2
sur1
sur2
sur3

N
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46

Descriptive Statistics
Minimum Maximum Mean
1
7
3.28
1
7
2.74
1
7
3.41
1
7
3.65
1
7
2.54
1
6
2.74
1
6
3.11
1
7
3.04
1
7
2.91
1
7
2.83
1
7
2.65
1
7
2.67
1
6
2.89

Std. Deviation
2.146
1.652
2.061
1.888
1.456
1.437
1.538
1.763
1.547
1.730
1.479
1.726
1.622

Tabel E.5: Descriptive statistics for all questionnaire questions in condition 1.

risk1x
risk2x
risk3x
risk4x
anyt1x
anyt2x
scrt1x
scrt2x
cfdt1x
cfdt2x
sur1x
sur2x
sur3x

N
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46

Descriptive Statistics
Minimum Maximum Mean
1
7
4.43
1
7
4.54
1
7
4.89
1
7
4.78
1
7
3.61
1
7
3.11
1
7
5.07
1
7
4.93
1
7
3.26
1
7
3.93
1
7
4.48
1
7
4.28
1
7
5.04

Std. Deviation
2.296
2.041
2.014
2.065
1.915
1.865
1.982
1.843
1.843
2.027
2.208
1.985
2.139

Tabel E.6: Descriptive statistics for all questionnaire questions in condition 2.
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Plot of means for all items for condition 1 and condition 2
risk1
risk2
risk3
risk4
anyt1
anyt2
scrt1
scrt2
cfdt1
cfdt2
sur1
sur2
sur3
risk1

6

5

Mean

4

3

2

1

0

C1

C2
Condition

Error
Bars:
Figur E.3: Plot of means for all items of both conditions
(C1
and95%
C2).CIThese are included with error bars
of 95% confidence interval.

E.4

Test for normality

When testing for normality an assumption of having a normal distribution for the sample is
required in order to use parametric tests. A visual representation can be seen for condition
1 at Figure E.4 and Figure E.5. They both seem to follow the diagonal line, and therefore
normal distributed. The test scores for normality Shapiro-wilks test is used. Both conditions
do not reject the null hypothesis, condition 1 W (46) = 0.972, p = .34 and condition 2 has
W (46) = 0.957, p = .084, therefore the test concludes that they are normal distributed.
Paired sample t-test is a parametric statistical method to measure difference between two
dependent variables in a repeated measure experiment. The assumption test that is needed
is to test for normality and outliers. The data that has to be used is the difference between
condition 1 and condition 2 scores. In other words, condition 2 - condition 1 = difference.
The difference reject the null hypothesis, W (46 = 0.933), p = .010. The difference is not
normally distributed according to Shapiro-Wilk’s normality test. The visual Q-Q plot of
differences can be seen at Figure E.6. It seems to follow the diagonal line. When inspecting
the skewness, a score of 0.963 with SD of 0.350 which gives a Z-score of 2.7. The acceptable
Z-score range is between -1.96 and 1.96 [Kim, 2013]. This means that the difference between
the condition can be considered positively skewed and not normality distributed.
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Figur E.4: Q-Q plot for condition 1. Normal distribution values compared to scored values of condition 1.
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Figur E.5: Q-Q plot for condition 2. Normal distribution values compared to scored values of condition 2.
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Normal Q-Q Plot of score differences
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Figur E.6: Q-Q plot for difference of condition 1 and 2.

E.5

Data distribution

The data that have been used for this section is the standardized data. This data ranges
from 0 to 100 after the method of scoring have been applied as seen in Digital Appendix
Section F.2. The distribution of the scored data for condition 1 (M = 32.66, SD = 20.63),
can be seen in Figure E.7. The distribution of the scored data for condition 2 (M = 55.60,
SD = 25.57), can be seen in Figure E.8. The distribution for each condition can be seen
overlapped at Figure E.9. The difference between the paired values of condition 1 and
condition 2 can be seen at Figure E.10 (M = 22.94, SD = 22.15). The pairwise differences
for each of the respondents shows most respondents answers in favor of condition 2 as
being perceived as having more privacy. Few respondents had extreme responds as in low
privacy perception for condition 1 and high privacy for condition 2.
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Distrubution score for condition 1
Mean = 32.6644
Std. Dev. = 20.626
N = 46
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Figur E.7: Distribution score for condition 1.
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Distrubution score for condition 2
Mean = 55.602
Std. Dev. = 25.56736
N = 46
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Figur E.8: Distribution score for condition 2.
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Figur E.9: Privacy perception summed scores for control condition 1 and experimental condition 2.

Difference between paired values of Condition 1 and condition 2

Mean = 22.9376
Std. Dev. = 22.145
N = 46
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Figur E.10: Difference between condition 2 and condition 1 of the paired values.
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E.6

Check for confounding factors

Age
In order to check if there is a correlation between age and the score, Spearman’s correlation
can be used. This assumes that the scatter plot between the two ordinal or continuous
variables have a monotonic relationship. As seen in Figure E.11, this assumption is not
meet, and therefore can not be computed. From the scatter plot, it seems that there is no
relationship between age and score.
Scatter plot for score of condition 1
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Figur E.11: Scatter plot between age and score for condition 1.

Gender
It was chosen to remove the gender item called other, as there only were two people in this
group. In order to use a parametric test for gender, a Shapiro-wilk test for normality is used.
Privacy scores for both genders were normally distributed, assessed by Shapiro-wilk’s test
(p > .05). When checking for outliers, a boxplot can be presented, as seen in Figure E.12. It
shows two outliers, respondent 22 and 16. It is chosen not to modify or remove the outliers,
because the measurement is indeed subjective, and these two respondents may have a
feeling of more privacy than the rest of the male sample. Therefore a parametric test is not
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used, and instead a non-parametric is used. A Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine
if there were difference in privacy score between male and female. The distribution between
male and female were similar, as assess by a visual inspection. Privacy score for condition
1 were not significant between males (Mdn = 29.49) and females (Mdn = 32.05), U =
236.5, Z = -.024, p = .981.

Boxplot of scores between male and female
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Figur E.12: Boxplot of gender and score for condition 1.

Privacy awareness
To check if the groups between of privacy awareness (fundamentalist, unconcerned, and
pragmatist) have an influence on privacy scores, a parametric test in this case one-way
ANOVA is used of the results from the first privacy awareness score and privacy score.
Firstly, checking for outliers, there were no outliers in the data, as assessed by an inspection
of a boxplot, see Figure E.13. Privacy score was normally distributed between all groups,
as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p > .05). To test for homogeneity of variance, Levene’s
test is used. There was found homogeneity of variance, as assessed by Levene’s test for
equality of variances (p = .354). The privacy score were lowest for fundamentalist (n =
18, M = 21.58, SD = 17.91), whereas pragmatist (n = 25, M = 39.64, SD = 20.29)
and unconcerned (n = 3, M = 41.02, SD = 9.25), had a relatively same mean between
each other and higher mean than fundamentalist. A visual representation of the difference
between the group means can be seen at Figure E.14, with error bars of 95% confidence
interval. One-way ANOVA was performed to see if there is a difference between the groups,
it can be assessed that there was a statistically significant difference in privacy awareness
classification groups and privacy scores, F (2, 43) = 5.044, p < 0.011, η 2 = .190 As the
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ANOVA shows there is a difference, this difference is to be found. Tukey post hoc test can
be used as homogeneity of variance is not violated in order to find between which group
this difference lies, however, the group sizes between each class is not equal and therefore
a modified test have to be used, in this case Tukey-Kramer post hoc test. Tukey post hoc
analysis revealed a mean increase from fundamentalist to pragmatist (18.06, 95% CI[3.8,
32.31]) was statistically significant (p = 0.10), no other group difference were statistically
significant.
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Figur E.13: Boxplot of privacy awareness classes and score for condition 1.
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Plot of means for all the privacy aweareness groups from their mean score of privacy
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Figur E.14: Plot of means between each of the groups from privacy awareness of their mean score of privacy
perception for condition 1.
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